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Abstract
Framing is pervasive in public international law. International legal norms (incl. soft law) and international politics both inevitably frame how international actors perceive a given problem. Although framing has been an object of study for a long time – be it in domestic or international politics – it has not been systematically explored in the context of social cognition and knowledge production processes in public international law. We aim to close this gap by examining the implications of framing effects for preference and belief formation in specific settings in public international law. By looking at issue framing in addition to equivalency framing (which includes most well-known gain-loss framing effects), we broaden the scope of framing effects as traditionally studied in behavioral law and economics by also including findings from research in political communication. In the first part of this chapter, we provide an overview of the experimental evidence of both types of framing, show how it has already been incorporated into neighboring disciplines to public international law, and untangle the difference between preference reversals and a change in beliefs. In the second part, we identify typical situations in public international law where framing effects play an important role in social cognition and knowledge production processes. Without claiming to be exhaustive, we focus on international negotiations, international adjudication, global performance indicators, and norm framing.

I. Introduction
The rational choice assumption, widely used in international relations and international legal scholarship, stipulates that rational actors should and do make the same decision independent of the way the decision problem is framed. Not doing so would be contrary to the independence and the invariance axioms of rational choice theory as a result of inconsistent decision making.3
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3 For an introduction into the von Neumann-Morgenstern utility theorem, see John von Neumann and Oskar Morgenstern, Theory of Games and Economic Behavior (Princeton University Press 1944). Whereas the independence axiom holds that a choice is independent of irrelevant alternatives, the invariance axiom holds that the ranking of choice options is invariant to alternative but logically equivalent ways of eliciting the same preference.
and challenge the objectivity of public international law (PIL). In contrast, social psychology has a long tradition in acknowledging that ‘everyday human behavior, especially social behavior, becomes explainable and predictable only when we know, or can accurately guess, the subjective interpretations and beliefs of the people involved’.

The recognition of the relativity of judgment has also found support in decision making theory because the relativist view in psychology – usually studied in decision making theory under the heading of ‘framing effects’ – has been shown to have objective (i.e., systematic) behavioral and motivational consequences.

Frames function as psychological lenses through which people make sense of each other, the issues they face, and the choice options available to them. There are arguably no ‘correct’ or ‘wrong’ frames, but which frame bears an effect has important implications for how individuals ultimately behave. Some framing effects occur ‘when different ways of describing the same choice problem change the choices that people make, even though the underlying information and choice remain essentially the same’. This obviously plays a role when a decision maker faces an explicit choice. For example, experimental research shows that individuals make different choices depending on whether the very same choice options are framed in terms of either gains or losses. Yet framing also plays a more subtle role when a given problem description influences the decision maker’s – mostly unconscious – choice of how to address a broader problem, that is, by making certain aspects of an information set more salient to the detriment of others. For example, describing a problem of hate speech as an issue of free speech leads individuals to primarily base their opinions on free speech as opposed to public safety considerations (even though they are essentially not forced to do so).

Whereas the former can be referred to as ‘equivocality’ framing, which includes gain-loss framing effects as widely studied in behavioral law and economics, the latter is dubbed ‘issue’ (or ‘emphasis’) framing and emerges from research in political communication.

---


5 ibid 63.
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9 See Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky, ‘Prospect Theory: An Analysis of Decision under Risk’ (1979) 47 *ECONOMETRICA* 263.


Framing effects – both in terms of equivalency and issue framing – address the discrepancy between normative claims and positive observations in the study of judgment and choice: whereas normative analysis is concerned with the nature of rationality and the logic of decision making as it should be, positive analysis is concerned with individuals’ beliefs and preferences as they (really) are. The standard model of rational choice theory proceeds from the simple requirement that observed choices ought to be consistent with each other. Framing effects, on the other hand, amount to a violation of the axioms of rational choice theory. Experimental evidence is supportive of the existence of framing effects.

The independence and invariance axioms – and with it the objectivity of PIL – has long been a mantra in international legal scholarship. Framing effects therefore shine a new light on the study of PIL. On the one hand, both equivalency and issue framing bear the potential of triggering preference reversals in individual choice, which has important implications for several areas in PIL, most notably international adjudication. On the other hand, framing effects may also change individuals’ beliefs about others’ beliefs in strategic interactions (such as international treaty-making), which is of high interest to international legal scholars. Given that framing effects cannot be captured by standard game theory as conventionally used in rationalist international scholarship, those who rely exclusively on rationalist approaches to PIL are missing important phenomena likely to influence outcomes. Challenges to the rational choice assumption such as framing effects have only recently entered the research agenda of a few international legal scholars. Yet at the same time framing effects have been greatly impactful in the study of political science (both at the domestic and international level) and appear to confirm long-held constructivist views in international relations theory. International legal scholars, policymakers, and practicing lawyers are therefore bound to benefit from studying framing effects as it refines our understanding of the mechanics underlying much of PIL.

13 For a discussion on the use of standard game theory in public international law and international relations theory, see, e.g., Duncan Snidal, ‘The Game Theory of International Politics’ (1985) 38 WORLD POLITICS 25.
15 See Anne van Aaken, ‘An Experimental Approach to International Legal Theory’ (2019) 30 EJIL 1237.
In this chapter, we examine the implications of framing effects for preference and belief formation shedding light on knowledge production processes and social cognition in specific settings in PIL. The first part of the chapter sketches out the experimental evidence of equivalency and issue framing, shows how it has already been incorporated both explicitly and implicitly in neighboring disciplines to PIL, and untangles the difference between preference reversals and a change in beliefs (II.). Without claiming to be exhaustive, the second part (III.) identifies four typical situations in PIL where framing effects play an important role in social cognition and knowledge production processes: (1) international negotiations (‘how law comes into being’), (2) international adjudication (‘how law is interpreted and shaped’), (3) global performance indicators (‘how soft law shapes behavior’), and (4) norm framing (‘how law shapes solutions to problems’). The last part concludes (IV.).

II. Evidence of Framing Effects

1. Equivalency framing

Gain-loss framing effects, arguably the best-known form of equivalency framing, originate from prospect theory. Experimental evidence shows that perceived differences based on a change in the framing of the very same available choice options – that is, from gains to losses – can trigger preference reversals in choices made by individuals in violation of rationalist assumptions. When facing a given decision problem, individuals categorize available choice options as potential gains and losses in relation to a salient reference point (e.g., the status quo or expectations) and systematically pick either the risk-averse option when the decision problem is framed in terms of gains and the risk-seeking option when the decision problem is framed in terms of losses. The underlying value function associated with prospect theory is sharply kinked at the reference point in the sense that it is concave in the domain of gains and convex in the domain of losses, while steeper for losses than for gains by factor of about two-to-one. Simply put, a loss looms larger than an equivalent gain.

Insights from prospect theory have been used in political science scholarship under the heading of ‘political psychology’. It has been studied in the context of voting and public opinion,

16 See the introduction by Andrea Bianci and Moshe Hirsch in this book.
17 See Kahneman and Tversky (n 9).
18 ibid.
19 ibid 279.
political campaigning, policymaking, coalition bargaining, and a variety of other topics. In the international realm, political psychologists have heavily drawn on prospect theory and associated gain-loss framing effects to formalize foreign policy makers’ decision making. They have examined how risk preferences vary as a function of whether foreign policy makers face decision problems either framed in terms of gains or losses. With respect to loss frames, political psychology claims that foreign policy makers exhibit a tendency to adopt risk-seeking behavior (e.g., by resorting to preemptive action) to prevent the deterioration of their international positions. Prominent examples include the failed rescue mission of the American hostages in Iran under President Carter in 1980. In the domain of gains, on the other hand, foreign policy makers appear more likely to accept the status quo. Examples include NATO’s hesitation in the 1990s to expand into parts of Eastern Europe in view of Russia’s weaknesses.

2. Issue framing

Issue framing refers to ‘situations where, by emphasizing a subset of potentially relevant considerations, a speaker leads individuals to focus on these considerations when constructing their opinions’. As compared to equivalency framing, issue framing does not involve logically equivalent ways of making the same statement and appears to occur via distinct psychological processes. The latter is not a violation of the invariance axiom. In contrast to earlier studies that explained issue framing in terms of either altering the content of beliefs or temporary priming, it has been shown that issue framing influences opinion not primarily by targeting belief content, but rather by selectively enhancing the relative importance an individual assigns.
to specific beliefs with respect to the issue at hand. Whether employed consciously or not, issue framing allows individuals to filter information to make some aspects of a broader problem more salient than others and therefore has the potential of changing the way individuals deliberate and what they believe to be important, particularly if promulgated by sources that individuals deem credible. Furthermore, experimental research shows that the ‘lens’ through which subjects view a given question changes their attitudes on a broad range of related questions. In international politics, for example, describing a protectionist trade policy as an issue of national security by a head of state may cause people to base their opinions primarily on security threats as opposed to adverse economic implications. Also, foreign engagements by the United States may be framed as either tools for promoting American interests abroad, a waste of taxpayers’ money, or humanitarian gestures directed at the needy of the world.

Issue framing has also been demonstrated in strategic interactions by showing that describing a prisoner’s dilemma game in two different ways – either as a ‘Wall Street Game’ or ‘Community Game’ – had an influence on players’ choices to either cooperate or defect, leading to more cooperation in the latter case as compared to the former. Intuitively, this does not seem surprising: whereas ‘Wall Street’ emphasizes one’s individual self-interest, ‘community’ is generally associated with the collective interest of a particular group. In other words, players’ beliefs about other players’ most probable choice to either defect or cooperate can be represented as a function of the label of the game. Other examples that are relevant in PIL abound: it has been shown that reframing an ultimatum game as a product of resource scarcity generates higher offers and fewer rejections, reframing negotiations as occurring in an international setting rather than a business context increases cooperation, and reframing a

32 See Nelson and Oxley (n 31).
36 Nelson and Oxley (n 31) 1041.
38 Liberman, Samuels and Ross (n 37) 1182.
prisoner’s dilemma as a trust game has equally been reported to enhance cooperation.\textsuperscript{41} This is in stark contrast to what standard game theory would predict; that is, the Nash equilibrium in the prisoner’s dilemma game is to defect. Both conditions in the experiments involved alternative wordings, but objectively equivalent material incentives. Experimental research thereby exposes the shortcomings associated with overemphasizing the role of material payoffs in human decision making.

Rationalist international relations theory has already incorporated, albeit not explicitly through the lens of framing effects, the issue of changes in beliefs and how this affects behavior. On the one hand, both realist and institutionalist scholars assume that international actors select the best option among available alternatives based on payoff structures that focus exclusively either on security concerns or material interests, respectively.\textsuperscript{42} On the other hand, constructivists claim that international institutions – conceptualized as interpretative frameworks – can be transformative as a result of defining identities and shaping action.\textsuperscript{43} Unlike institutionalists, for example, constructivists depart from the overemphasis on material interests and focus on the causal effects of non-material aspects such as ideas, culture, and norms: ‘what actors want is not fixed and predetermined, but a function of their culture, prevailing ideas, and identity, or the conception of who they are’.\textsuperscript{44} Considering that constructivists treat belief formation as a function of external forces, elements such as learning effects, shared understanding, and social norms become important in determining the behavior of international actors.\textsuperscript{45} In particular, the language and rhetoric used to construct social reality – that is, the framing of beliefs – are essential to predict outcomes in strategic settings.

3. Preference reversals versus a change in beliefs

Whereas preferences reflect what individuals want (to increase their utility), beliefs relate to what individuals think (about others’ beliefs and actions). In the context of strategic interactions, beliefs center on players’ beliefs about other players’ choices, which then again depend on the latter players’ beliefs about the former players’ choices (and so forth). In standard game theory, the process of tracing back interdependent decision making up to the very first

\textsuperscript{41} See Brian Skyrms, The Stag Hunt and the Evolution of Social Structure (CUP 2004).
\textsuperscript{43} ibid xxxi, see also John G Ruggie, Constructing the World Polity: Essays on International Politics (Routledge 1998); Alexander Wendt, Social Theory of International Politics (CUP 1999).
\textsuperscript{44} Frieden, Lake and Schultz (n 42) xxxi.
choice to either cooperate or defect is commonly referred to as backward induction.\(^{46}\) If players are assumed to be mere payoff maximizers, payoffs alone represent preferences. However, recent work in psychological game theory – supported by experimental evidence – shows that preferences also depend on features of beliefs about behavior, which are determined by strategic analysis (e.g., kindness-based reciprocity).\(^{47}\) In other words, players’ beliefs about other players’ choices are endogenous variables of the underlying strategic setting.\(^{48}\) As a result, backward induction alone cannot be used to figure out a player’s optimal choice independently of beliefs.\(^{49}\) To make an expected-utility maximizing choice, a player thus must consult their beliefs about the probability of the other player to either cooperate or defect.\(^{50}\) A given model of standard game theory (such as the prisoner’s dilemma game) can thereby be transformed into a psychological game by extending standard payoff-based utilities by belief-dependent utilities.\(^{51}\) As the independence and invariance axioms also applies to belief formation, a player’s beliefs about the probability of the other player to either cooperate or defect should not vary on how the underlying strategic setting is framed. Yet belief-based framing matters. As shown above, both equivalency framing and issue framing, which may reasonably be assumed to apply to strategic settings as much as to public opinion, bear the potential of triggering preference reversals and influencing individuals’ beliefs about others’ beliefs. The causal link between framing effects and resulting behavior thereby becomes clear: framing effects cause a change in beliefs, and as beliefs are factored into preferences, beliefs, in turn, shape resulting behavior.\(^{52}\)

To gain a better understanding of how framing effects shape PIL, it is important to distinguish between preference reversals and a change in beliefs, even if difficult in practice. Preference reversals (e.g., triggered by loss aversion) are more long-lasting and impact compliance with a given treaty, for example, to a larger extent. A change in beliefs, on the other hand, is a matter of interaction between international actors, such as whether other signatories to the treaty are expected to comply or not. In practice, both preference reversals and a change in beliefs may be intertwined.
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\(^{52}\) Martin Dufwenberg, Simon Gächter and Heike Hennig-Schmidt, ‘The Framing of Games and the Psychology of Play’ (2011) 73 GAMES ECON BEHAV 459; Battigalli and Dufwenberg (n 47).
III. Applications in public international law

As compared to international legal scholarship, neighboring disciplines differ in their research focus. Perhaps most importantly, both political psychology and most international relations scholarship attribute minor importance to international legal norms, if any. Furthermore, political psychology predominantly concentrates on international security concerns, which form only a small part of PIL. Also, whereas PIL has focused for a long time on collective unitary actors (e.g., sovereign states), political psychology uses prospect theory predominantly to explain the behavior of single elite decision makers. However, in view of the Cuban Missile Crisis, for example, it becomes clear that elite decision makers (incl. former President Kennedy) do not make important decisions on their own.\(^{53}\) A detailed overview of experimental research on group decision making would go beyond the scope of this chapter. The issue, however, is crucial as behavioral decision theories are most germane ‘to situations in which an individual makes choices among several alternatives presented by an external environment’.\(^{54}\) In general, how findings from behavioral and experimental research – primarily tested in the context of individual decision making – unfold within groups greatly depends on a wide array of factors: group characteristics, decision-making procedures, the object of decision, and the decision task,\(^{55}\) while furthermore taking into account that PIL offers many instances of advice taking, which differs from group decision making in subtle ways.\(^{56}\) However, it has been shown that groups could be more vulnerable to framing effects than individuals.\(^{57}\) Groups may amplify framing effects because of the high likelihood for initial framing effects at the individual level to interact, in potentially destructive ways, with processes of social influence.\(^{58}\) Given the required fine-tuning of decision-making processes to counter framing effects, there is little reason to believe that governmental bodies form an exception.\(^{59}\) Yet international courts may fare better
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on introducing counter-frames if they have diversity requirements, such as the International Court of Justice. Diversity leverages counter-factual mindsets, which may foster deliberative efforts among international judges as well as arbitrators and thus reduce the influence of framing effects.

In what follows, we identify four typical situations in PIL where framing effects play an important role in social cognition and knowledge production processes, which happen in those instances simultaneously: international negotiations, international adjudication, global performance indicators, and norm framing, pointing out whether it refers rather to equivalency or issue framing.

1. How law comes into being: international negotiations

Much of PIL comes into being through negotiations between sovereign states. International negotiations thereby primarily address legal processes that underlie the creation of substantive PIL. In so doing, international negotiations become critical for both social cognition and knowledge production processes at the international level. The influence of framing effects in international negotiations is therefore of utmost importance to understand the creation of PIL, in particular in the domain of treaty making. At the same time, the existence of framing effects also implies the need for a different kind of knowledge production: the development and dissemination of behaviorally informed negotiation practices.

It has been shown that actively manipulating the setting of the negotiation – that is, by framing each negotiator’s problem description either in terms of gains or losses – resulted in different outcomes. Whereas negotiators whose problem description was framed in terms of losses showed little willingness to make concessions, negotiators in the positive frame condition

---

reached more successful outcomes. These findings suggest that negotiating parties tend to become risk-seeking if they enter the negotiation process considering what they have to lose while they could just as well reach a mutually beneficial compromise by primarily focusing on what they could gain. However, even though the previous set of findings is good news for integrative settings that aim at maximizing joint surplus, PIL is nevertheless also prone to distributive concerns. In these situations, negatively framed negotiators appear to outperform their positively framed peers. As framing effects generally determine whether a negotiator tends to claim value rather than create value, a risk-seeking negotiator should have a higher propensity to resort to threatening tactics. It follows that risk-averse negotiators – because of their reluctance to engage in risky tactics – might be susceptible to exploitation from those risk-seeking negotiators who are willing to employ them. In an ideal scenario, different frames should therefore be used alternately throughout the negotiation process depending not only on whether a given issue is either integrative or distributive in nature but also to align negotiators’ attitudes among themselves in order to achieve cooperative gains while at the same time assert their interests.

A comparison between the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) negotiations in Copenhagen and Paris shows that gain-loss framing effects play a role in international treaty-making. In contrast to Copenhagen, Paris triggered a collective shift in international climate action by framing UNFCCC negotiations not in terms of economic burdens associated with coordinated climate action but in terms of opportunities with respect to economic growth and development. The negotiations in Copenhagen, in contrast, reinforced the developed-developing world framing divide and long-lasting disputes over who ought to take responsibility for mitigating the adverse consequences of climate change, how to share the burden associated with respective policies, and the amount and type of financing on

63 Neale and Bazerman (n 62) 44; see also Max H Bazerman, Thomas MaglioZZi and Margaret A Neale, ‘Integrative Bargaining in a Competitive Market’ (1985) 35 ORGAN BEHAV HUM DECIS PROCESS 294.
behalf of developed states.\textsuperscript{68} At the same time, the manipulability of a given (loss) frame is not unlimited: some situations display particularly resilient frames,\textsuperscript{69} which appears likely to apply to the immense costs associated with climate action. Perceived reference points outside the laboratory are determined by a wide array of psychological, historical, social, and legal factors.\textsuperscript{70} Even though preference reversals caused by gain-loss framing effects undeniably play a role in the comparison of UNFCCC negotiations, the magnitude of their impact thus remains debatable. A meta-analysis shows that although framing effects exist, their size may be nonetheless small to moderate.\textsuperscript{71} However, prior to the negotiations in Paris, 185 States submitted nationally endorsed climate action plans (referred to as Intended Nationally Determined Contributions, INDCs), thereby circumventing long-lasting disputes over how to share the costs of climate action. In comparison to the negotiations in Copenhagen, INDCs thus provided an additional signal. Both theoretical and experimental studies show that using expectations as the reference point (as opposed to the status quo) may offer better explanations and predictions about behavior.\textsuperscript{72} Although debatable, one may argue that the introduction of INDCs not only solved disputes over how to split the costs of climate action but as a result also succeeded in changing the reference expectation in that states expected that the negotiations in Paris would successfully pave the way to an agreement rather than not, thereby highlighting the reputational ‘losses’ associated with the prospect of not belonging to the ‘green club’ of signatories of the agreement.\textsuperscript{73}

International negotiations, aside from competing (distributional) views with respect to the selection of a particular set of Pareto-efficient solutions, are also characterized by competing narratives.\textsuperscript{74} These narratives – that is, alternative issue frames – determine the definition of the negotiation problem, the choice options to be considered, and influence the set of choices ultimately made.\textsuperscript{75} Different frames thereby compete for the attention of the targeted audience, and relative salience of the messages conveyed decides upon which frame dominates the

\textsuperscript{68} ibid 7.
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\textsuperscript{72} Zamir (n 55) 8; see also Botond Köszegi and Matthew Rabin, ‘A Model of Reference-Dependent Preferences’ (2006) 121 Q J ECON 1133; Botond Köszegi and Matthew Rabin, ‘Reference-Dependent Risk Attitude’ (2007) 97 AM ECON REV 1047.
\textsuperscript{73} Regarding INDCs and associated expectations, see also Lavanya Rajamani and Jutta Brunnée, ‘The Legality of Downgrading Nationally Determined Contributions under the Paris Agreement: Lessons from the US Disengagement’ (2017) 29 J ENVTL L 537.
\textsuperscript{74} See Garrison (n 67).
\textsuperscript{75} ibid; see also text accompanying n 36 et seqq.
other. Put differently, the most effective frames focus on specific attributes and are based on salient issues and experiences that link the negotiation problem to vivid instances of everyday life.

The UNFCCC negotiations in Paris provide evidence for issue framing in action. The presence of 140 world leaders at the launch of the conference, each giving compelling speeches, provided an opportunity for framing the negotiations in terms of need for immediate collective action given the salience of recent natural disasters, that is, an issue of resource scarcity. In fact, experimental evidence suggests that the salience of ‘dangerous’ thresholds – such as the adverse effects of climate change as per the 2 degrees Celsius limit of global warming – can turn climate negotiations into a cooperative game. Threshold uncertainty, in contrast, can be detrimental to cooperation.

2. How law is interpreted and shaped: international adjudication

Adjudication is knowledge production in two aspects: facts and law. Whereas the facts are usually case-specific, the law is not but frames future decisions by precedent or argument, usually by making one issue salient while underemphasizing other, equally important aspects. That is, it is an application of issue framing. Whereas law itself is a frame, we are more concerned with how legal interpretation creates frames that ultimately justify adjudicatory decision making as well as future reasoning in international adjudication. We pick two examples of high salience that relate to PIL: the recent Advisory Opinion by the International Court of Justice (ICJ) relating to the separation of the Chagos Archipelago from Mauritius in 1965 (Chagos) and the decision of the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) in James and Others v. The United Kingdom (James and others), which either possibly turn out (Chagos)

77 ibid.
78 See Garrison (n 67).
80 ibid, see also Astrid Dannenberg, Andreas Löschel, Gabriele Paolacci, Christiane Reif and Alessandro Tavoni, ‘On the Provision of Public Goods with Probabilistic and Ambiguous Thresholds’ (2015) 61 ENVIRON RESOUR ECON 365.
81 The existence of cognitive biases and heuristics in adjudication is now well documented, see, e.g., Chris Guthrie, Jeffrey Rachlinski and Andrew J Wistrich, ‘Inside the Judicial Mind’ (2001) 86 CORNELL L REV 777; Susan Franck, Anne van Aaken, James Freda, Chris Guthrie and Jeffrey J Rachlinski, ‘Inside the Arbitrator’s Mind’ (2017) 66 EMORY LJ 1115.
or already were (James and others) very influential in subsequent case law of international adjudication.

The 2019 Advisory Opinion of the ICJ in *Chagos* is framing the debate about treaties concluded during colonial times. The United Kingdom (U.K.) excised the Chagos Islands from the British colony of Mauritius in 1965, after reaching an agreement with the representatives of the Mauritian colonial government. The U.K. paid Mauritius £3 million in recognition of the detachment of the Chagos Islands and committed to cede the islands back to Mauritius when ‘no longer needed for defence purposes’. The ICJ held that the separation of the Chagos Islands was contrary to Mauritius’s right to self-determination and that, accordingly, the decolonization of Mauritius was not completed in accordance with PIL.

One key problem was the exercise of discretion to give an opinion, namely whether, in answering the questions posed by the UN General Assembly, the ICJ would in essence decide on a bilateral dispute between states over territorial sovereignty, which one of them (the U.K.) did not consent to. The ICJ acknowledged that there would be a compelling reason to decline if an advisory opinion ‘would have the effect of circumventing the principle that a State is not obliged to allow its disputes to be submitted to judicial settlement without its consent’. It got around that problem by framing the issue as one of decolonization and self-determination, issues in which the UN General Assembly has a longstanding interest – thereby allowing it to proceed – instead of one of sovereignty where it would have needed to decline to give an opinion. Dissenting Judge Donoghue viewed the issue as a ‘quintessentially bilateral. . . dispute over territorial sovereignty’ since ‘[t]he questions of decolonization and sovereignty cannot be separated’. The Advisory Opinion of the ICJ may have implications for further

---

83 Chagos Advisory Opinion (n 82); for a discussion of the Advisory Opinion, see Diane Marie Amann, ‘Legal Consequences of the Separation of the Chagos Archipelago from Mauritius in 1965’ (2019) 113 AJIL 784.
84 Chagos Advisory Opinion (n 82) [50].
89 ibid [16].
cases, such as military bases in Cyprus (U.K.) and the Comorian island of Mayotte (France). It can be expected that the Advisory Opinion in *Chagos* will continue to frame future debates and cases.

Another prominent example of influential framing in PIL has been the use of democratic theory by investment tribunals. Several tribunals have claimed that the interests of foreign investors ordinarily will not be represented within the political processes of the host state and investors therefore deserve heightened protection from policy decisions that adversely affect their investment. In several cases, this has served as an argument to decide in favor of foreign investors. How has this inequality frame – and as a result: special protection in favor of foreign investors – come about?

In *James and others*, the ECtHR had to decide on protection of a foreign investor in an expropriation case. It argued that ‘[e]specially as regards a taking of property effected in the context of a social reform, there may well be good grounds for drawing a distinction between nationals and non-nationals as far as compensation is concerned. To begin with, non-nationals are more vulnerable to domestic legislation: unlike nationals, they will generally have played no part in the election or designation of its authors nor have been consulted on its adoption.’ For this result, it also relied on the *travaux préparatoires*, which show that in cases of social reform there was a consensus that foreigners had to be compensated whereas nationals not in all circumstances, and there was good reason for this given the historical context. ECtHR case law indeed shows that in the context of social reform or land reform, full compensation was not owed to nationals.

The first investment tribunal to refer to *James and others* was the Tecmed Tribunal. When the tribunal took up this citation in the context of proportionality analysis, it skipped the first part of the sentence, namely ‘as regards a taking of property effected in the context of a social reform’ (emphasis added), thus depriving the citation of its context of wide-scale social reform.

---

93 James and others (n 82) [63].
expropriation. Weighing into the tribunal’s proportionality analysis was ‘that the foreign investor has a reduced or nil participation in the taking of the decisions that affect it, partly because investors are not entitle[d] to exercise political rights reserved to the nationals of the state, such as voting for the authorities that will issue the decisions that affect such investors’. It thus engaged in a general theory of the disadvantage of foreign investors who are subject to regulation in host states, framing the situation as one of disenfranchisement, that is, inequality of (democratic) influence of foreign investors as compared to national property owners, and suggested investment protection as an inequality-reducing device. Such issue framing made the participatory element of political rights salient to the detriment of other means of influence of foreign investors.

The Tecmed Tribunal’s perception of inequality is factually unfounded because foreign investors often have even more influence than national ones, surely more than regular national private property owners unless in the context of social reform. The literature on corporate political activity and business risk suggests that foreign corporate actors can and do shape host state domestic policy. It even goes further and shows that foreign business may contribute to regime change, where the common underlying motive is ‘to establish, promote, and defend the right of Americans to do business around the world’. This is not meant to say that foreign influence is necessarily bad in single instances, indeed it can be efficiency enhancing, yet it is to say that foreign investors’ political influence is clearly not negligible, which means that inequality in political influence as compared to regular nationals is not a factual pattern to be relied on in legal interpretation. Futhermore, if ‘exit’ or ‘entry’ are complements to ‘voice’, then foreign investors clearly voted with their feet to step into the host country. Regular national citizens cannot do that. This living myth has yet framed the scholarly discussion for a long

---

95 Técnicas Medioambientales Tecmed, S.A. v The United Mexican States (2003) ICSID Case No. ARB (AF)/00/2 [122].
96 ibid.
100 See Albert Hirschman, Exit, Voice and Loyalty (CUP 1970).
time and several tribunals have taken up the argument. Framing the problem as an inequality issue has thus worked very well (even though it was based on misinformed facts). As the Lemire Tribunal held: ‘this unequal treatment is not without justification: justice is not to grant everyone the same, but suum cuique tribuere. Foreigners, who lack political rights, are more exposed than domestic investors to arbitrary actions of the host State and may thus, as a matter of legitimate policy, be granted a wider scope of protection’ (emphasis added).

There are several other examples in investment law in which the original, and ‘wrong’ (i.e., annulled or heavily criticized) decision keep on influencing subsequent jurisprudence.

3. How soft law shapes behavior: global performance indicators

Global Performance Indicators (GPI) are not strictly PIL but may exhibit more behavioral force than classical international hard law via issue and equivalency framing. Starting from the 1990s, there has been a global trend in the use of indicators as a governance technique. Intergovernmental organizations (IGOs), nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), private firms, and even states (mainly the United States) have begun to regularly package and distribute information on the relative performance of states, ranging from the World Bank’s Ease of Doing Business Index, to the Financial Action Task Force Blacklist, the Sustainable Development Goals, to the Transparency Perception Index by Transparency International. Such GPIs are ever more analyzed by PIL and international relations scholars given that they are powerful
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governance tools for shaping the behavior of states and framing issues in the national as well as the international realm. However, the legitimacy of GPIs is sometimes questioned given the risk of abuse.108

GPIs are intended to generate easily digestible knowledge on the performance of states in selected issue areas. GPIs use comparative information to influence policy and governance through the pressure of comparison.109 There is evidence that GPIs influence discourse, standards, and measurement, and that they also change actions. They may alter policy priorities, also with unintended consequences, for example by shifting resources to measurable proxies used to compute indicators. For example, it was found that countries substitute toward primary education enrollment rates (which is targeted by the Millennium Development Goals) and away from secondary (which is not), but that these effects are mitigated as accountability rises.110

Next to material interests and reputation creation via GPIs, Kelley and Simmons argue that ‘the social process of GPI influence begins with their ability to frame issues’: ‘naming an issue, coining a vocabulary for describing it, and creating categories for its assessment, promulgators hope to affect discourse and ultimately policy’.111 Whereas in some cases, the promulgators collect new data, in others existing data are presented in ways that prioritize new objectives; yet in all cases they draw attention to some issues by making them salient and not others. Only by naming an issue and coining a vocabulary for describing it, as well as by creating categories for its assessment, they affect discourse and ultimately policymaking. GPIs can be well fought over and criticized, a sign for their importance not least because of framing the issue and performance at hand. Furthermore, it may well be that GPIs also rely on gain-loss framing effects since they often are issued annually and a decline in the ranking would activate loss aversion, potentially leading to risky policy choices on behalf of governments.112

4. How law shapes solutions to problems: norm framing

Norm framing has been analyzed (and welcomed) in many instances at the national and international level but mostly without drawing on psychological insights such as equivalency
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or issue framing.\textsuperscript{113} It works particularly well under conditions of uncertainty and fluidity, that is, in situations where opinions can easily be influenced through framing. It is also utilized in instances where an area of PIL is weak in the sense that it lacks international courts to strengthen its effectivity or to mobilize more actors. It is often used to advance a (normative) agenda.

One well researched example is the problem of human trafficking\textsuperscript{114} where issue frames have changed over time. Historically, the victim protection frame linked trafficking to prostitution, as illustrated by international treaties of the first half of the 20th century\textsuperscript{115} and was seen as a matter of protecting the vulnerable from exploitation and immoral life, typically of sexual nature, often de-emphasizing the autonomy and rights-bearing nature of the trafficked individual. This frame predominated through at least until the 1950s, but by the late 1990s, the victim protection frame was weakened by differences in opinion over the acceptability of ‘sex work’. It has been shown that framing the issue as a ‘crime issue’ was crucial to reach a consensus, given that human trafficking sits somewhat in between the combat against transnational crime and international human rights (if analyzed through the lens of UN General Assembly Resolutions). The ‘crime-fighting’ frame generates more support than a ‘human rights’ frame, especially in the crucial period leading up to the adoption of the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons in 2000.\textsuperscript{116} This may be attributed to both issue framing and equivalency framing because crime – more specifically, the prospect of criminal sanctions – is likely to induce loss aversion.

Another example where human rights frames elevate a problem beyond its legal scope strictu sensu is corruption.\textsuperscript{117} For a long time, international and regional organizations had stressed the negative impacts of corruption on human rights without identifying corruption itself as a violation of human rights. It had mainly been framed as an issue of economic criminal law and although it was stressed that it was not a victimless crime, the victims were not made salient. Lately, however, this tendency has begun to shift in favor of human rights both in the academic discourse as well as in international human rights courts.\textsuperscript{118}
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Anne Peters has proposed to use international human rights law as a lens for analyzing corrupt acts or omissions, arguing that this would close the ‘implementation gap’ of anti-corruption law. While she sets out the legal ways of doing so, Kevin Davis starts earlier and analyzes the value added of doing so by stressing that human rights analysis plays a valuable role in anti-corruption efforts to the extent that it helps produce information about the incidence in the first place. It does so because international human rights regimes have considerably more capacity for fact-finding by various actors, not least international human rights activists. Moreover, human rights frames highlight the moral significance of corruption since international human rights can be interpreted as statements about moral priorities, thereby inducing states to give higher priority to combating corruption that result in human rights violations rather than to combating other forms of corruption. He thus alludes to classical framing mechanisms, albeit not mentioning the underlying psychological phenomena.

IV. Conclusion

The objectivity of public international has long been a mantra in international legal scholarship. As such, it was assumed that subjects of PIL make the same decision independent of the way a given decision problem is framed. However, experimental evidence supports the existence of framing effects, both in terms of equivalency and issue framing. Framing effects therefore shine a new light on the study of PIL by providing a more finely grained understanding of how different actors in PIL make sense of international legal regimes and what this implies for resulting behavior.

In particular, framing impacts social cognition as well as knowledge production processes in PIL through various channels: in the context of international negotiations, state representatives and other actors involved (such as NGOs) bring to the negotiation table not only a ‘way of looking’ at the issues at stake but also produce knowledge and information, which influence both their beliefs (e.g., about others’ beliefs) and ultimately their behavior. When judicial bodies issue decisions, they produce knowledge about legal interpretation and facts but also frame the issues at hand in a decisive way for the general public and subsequent judicial decisions. GPIs also impact both social cognition and knowledge production. They frame issues
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by providing salience and may give rise to equivalency framing and induce loss aversion, both of which bearing the potential of shaping policymaking. Issue framing also plays a role in the generation of international legal norms, which had already long been discussed in constructivist thought.\textsuperscript{122} However, this debate also raises important follow-up questions, namely with respect to the actors who provide and use frames and those exposed to those frames and thus to the broader question of authority and authority-wielding bodies in PIL and their legitimacy.

Hitherto, those insights have not been studied through the lens of psychological research and have been entirely neglected by rationalist approaches. By illuminating the differences between equivalency framing and issue framing as well as preference reversals and a change in beliefs, international scholars, policymakers, and practicing lawyers can better understand what is going on – be it at the negotiation table, in courtrooms, or governmental bodies – and become aware of their own frames and those of others.

\textsuperscript{122} See n 43 et seqq.